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Abstract
Performance of any Blast furnace is evaluated by its productivity, fuel cost and hot metal quality. Silicon and
Sulphur content of Hot metal is considered as the major quality parameters. In recent operations control over
Silicon in hot metal with Indian raw material quality is one of the most critical challenges. Low silicon in hot metal
increases efficiency of steel making process and lowers the cost of steel production. In Tata steel Blast furnaces,
hot metal silicon was in the range of 0.8% to 0.9%, much higher than world benchmark figures of 0.3% to 0.4%
at European and Japanese Blast furnaces. This paper presents the process optimization done through advanced
data analytics at H blast furnace to reveal relationship of silicon with controllable parameters especially coke rate.
The data analysis shows that Silicon transfer in Hot metal is highly dependent on chemical and physical properties
of Blast furnace slag, blowing parameters. Interference with hot metal temperature, input material and slag
chemistry along with coke rate was the prime focus of analysis. By reducing the coke input (lower coke rate
operation), we can achieve low Si in hot metal even at higher hot metal temperature, which is required in Indian
scenario of high Alumina operation. The outcome of the project has been implemented at H Blast furnace and has
resulted in 30% reduction in hot metal silicon from the base level of 0.9% and thereby H Blast Furnace pioneered
as lowest Silicon hot metal producer and quality leader among Tata Steel Blast furnaces.
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